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Overview
• High penetration of PV and changes to Net Energy
Metering (NEM) policies have created incentives to
self-consume PV power produced on site in some
areas.
• Multiple PV plus storage system topologies have
emerged, offering different benefits and modeling
challenges
• A DC-coupled PV plus storage model was developed
in NREL’s System Advisor Model (SAM).
o

Compared to existing SAM AC-coupled battery model

• Hawaii case study presented
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SAM Battery Model Overview
• Techno-economic model for
residential, commercial,
third-party ownership, and
large PPA systems
o
o
o
o

Lead acid, lithium ion, and
flow battery chemistries
System lifetime analysis
including battery
replacement costs
Detailed models for terminal
voltage, capacity,
temperature
Multiple dispatch controllers
available
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DC-Coupled System Configuration

Shared Inverter Efficiency Curve

• DC-Coupled battery shares the hybrid inverter
• PV power can charge the battery without going
through the inverter
• Potential cost savings due to shared inverter
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AC-Coupled System Configuration

• Battery charges and discharges through dedicated power electronics, modeled
as single-point efficiencies.
• PV power must go going through the inverter before charging battery
• Calculating AC power flow components relatively simple
• Potentially simpler to design and install
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Modeling PV plus DC-coupled battery
Initialize battery power based on dispatch
preferences, PV production, Electric load
Battery
discharging

Battery
charging
Enter dispatch iteration

Enter dispatch iteration

Calculate PV which
goes to battery

Calculate PV plus
battery DC power

Update discharge
power or exit
iteration

Check constraints
(SOC limits,
dispatch limits)

Run inverter model
on combined
power

Compute AC power
flow to load, grid
from PV, battery

Calculate PV which
goes through inverter
and run inverter

Update charge power
or exit iteration

Check constraints
(SOC limits, dispatch
limits)

Compute AC power
flow components

For all equations, see paper.
Open source code available at https://github.com/NREL/ssc
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Hawaii Case Study:
Evaluate the most cost effective system configuration out of following options:
no PV, PV only, PV plus DC-coupled battery, PV plus AC-coupled battery
System Assumptions

Cost, and Electric Rate Assumptions

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Residence in Honolulu
Peak annual load 3.4 kW
Proposed
o 4.7 kW PV array (2 strings of 7
modules)
o DC/AC ratio 1.23 (3.8 kWac
inverter)
o 5 kW / 24 kWh Lithium-ion
battery system
Self-consume all PV to qualify for
HECO Customer Self Supply (CSS),
otherwise must qualify for
Customer Grid Service (CGS).
No charging of battery from the
grid is allowed

•

PV system costs: $2.92/Wdc [1]
Storage costs: $2000/kW [2]
Financial assumptions taken as
SAM defaults, except for Hawaii
specific taxes and incentives.
HECO Schedule R Residential
Service rates from OpenEI [3]
o $0.257/kWh Tier 1
o $0.268/kWh Tier 2
o $0.287/kWh Tier 3
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HECO Customer Renewable Programs

https://www.hawaiianelectric.com/clean-energy-hawaii/producing-clean-energy/customer-renewable-programs
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Example daily operation
PV + AC-Connected Battery

•
•
•

PV + DC-Connected Battery

When the PV DC power output exceeds the inverter DC power input, excess power is clipped
In an AC connected system, even if PV power is dumped to the battery, it doesn’t reduce
clipping, since PV power must still pass through the inverter before going to the battery
In a DC connected system, PV power can be dumped to the battery before passing through
the inverter
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Results comparison

• Installing no system is the worst option
• Installing PV only is the best option, if the customer
can qualify for the limited Customer Grid Supply
option.
• Installing a DC-connected battery mitigates all PV
clipping, but provides approximately the same return
as an AC-connected battery in this case.
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Sensitivity: Boost DC to AC ratio

• Added string of seven PV modules to the inverter,
boosting DC/AC ratio to 1.85.
• 13% boost in NPV over AC battery system, since PV
system produces a lot of excess DC power that
cannot be captured by AC connected battery
• Possible reasons for high DC/AC ratio include
levelizing system AC output throughout day, keeping
plant AC output consistent over module lifetime, etc.
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Conclusions
• A detailed model for PV plus DC-coupled batteries
was developed in SAM and compared against an ACcoupled system
• Coupling a battery to the DC-side of a PV array to use
a shared inverter can improve project economics and
reduce losses due to clipping.
• Ability to model both system configurations can offer
insight into which offers the best value for a given
scenario.
• Model is open-source, summer release of SAM will
include updated algorithms.
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